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MULTIPLE CHOICE: Select the best possible answer from those provided (3 Points Each) 

1. Invasive plants are _______________ species that become established in our forests and 

natural areas and replace native vegetation. 

a. Indigenous 

b. Exotic 

c. Natural 

d. Fast-moving 

 

2. Invasive plants are a problem because they have competitive advantages over native 

plants. These advantages include: 

a. They reproduce rapidly and in great numbers 

b. They are able to thrive in a wide variety of habitats and soil conditions 

c. Absence of plant diseases and insects to keep the population in check 

d. All of the Above 

e. A and C only 

 

3. Invasive trees and shrubs greatly _______________ the regeneration of Iowa’s trees 

needed for habitat and wood production. 

a. Increase 

b. Decrease 

c. Favor 

d. Little Change 

 

4. Invasive species are a threat to recreational uses of our land and water because 

_______________. 

a. Invasive plants really don’t hinder outdoor recreation 

b. They are often thorny, poisonous, or too dense to get through 

c. The cost of invasive species control is so great, that many private and public 

landowners either cannot afford the control costs; or so much money is 

spent on control that there is little left over for other recreational 

improvements 

d. B and C only 
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5. If you wanted to determine the age and growth rate of a tree without cutting the tree 

down, which forestry tool would you use? 

a. Age corer 

b. Densitometer 

c. Increment Borer 

d. Biltmore Extractor 

 

6. Find the rock flagged with orange ribbon. This is the plot center for a forest inventory 

plot. Starting at Plot Center, what is the azimuth (bearing) to the Shagbark Hickory? 

a. 45 degrees 

b. 92 degrees 

c. 145 degrees 

d. 280 degrees 

 

7. What is the species of tree at 147 degrees (the tree closest to you)? 

a. Black Oak 

b. Red Oak 

c. Black Cherry 

d. Black Walnut 

 

8. What is the species of the tree flagged in orange? 

a. Northern Hackberry 

b. American Elm 

c. Green Ash 

d. Ironwood/American Hop-Hornbeam 

 

9. Use the provided 10 factor prism to calculate the basal area of living trees in square 

feet per acre for this plot in the woodland: 

a. 80 square feet/acres 

b. 120 square feet/acres 

c. 140 square feet/acres 

d. 200 square feet/acres 

 

10. What is the diameter of the tree labeled B to the nearest inch? 

a. 16 inches 

b. 17 inches 

c. 18 inches 

d. 19 inches 

 

11. What is the height of the tree labeled B to the nearest 10 feet? 

a. 40 feet 

b. 50 feet 

c. 60 feet 

d. 70 feet 
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12. Which upland tree species is adapted to fire? 

a. Silver Maple 

b. Northern Hackberry 

c. Honey Locust 

d. Chinkapin Oak 

 

13. When girdling a tree, the objective is to shut down the sugar conducting tissues of the 

tree without shutting down the water conducting tissues of the tree. Which tissues 

must be severed in order for girdling to effectively kill the tree? 

a. Phloem 

b. Zylem 

c. Heartwood 

d. Epidermis  

 

14. If a tornado took down several acres of trees at Springbrook, the process of 

revegetation would be called: 

a. Primary Succession 

b. Secondary Succession 

c. Climax Species 

d. None of the Above 

 

15. The tree from questions #8 is found in which layer of the forest? 

a. Overstory 

b. Understory 

c. Emergent 

d. Midstory  

 

16. Birds and small mammals enjoy the fleshy fruits that are produced by some trees and 

shrubs. These fruits are referred to as: 

a. Soft Mast 

b. Hard Mast 

c. Seed Capsules 

d. Pods  

 

17. What is the primary seed dispersal technique of a maple seed? 

a. Water 

b. Wind 

c. Birds 

d. Mammal Fur 

 

18. Logging a forest in Iowa by removing only high value logs diminishes the genetic 

diversity of the woodland and is called: 

a. Strip Mining 

b. High Grading 

c. Clear Cutting 

d. Group Selection 
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19. A lot of sunlight is required to naturally regenerate oak, hickory, and walnut trees. 

The harvest method used to regenerate these tree species, using a series of thinnings 

is called: 

a. The shelterwood harvest method 

b. The clearcut harvest method 

c. The group selection harvest method 

d. The single tree selection harvest method 

 

20. Which is the following forest-based practices can enhance your woodland for wildlife? 

a. Leaving standing dead trees 

b. Allowing shrubs to grow at the transitional area between a timber and 

grassland 

c. Thinning around nut-bearing trees, so they produce more nuts 

d. Allowing cattle to remove all of the understory vegetation 

e. A through C only 

f. All of the Above 

 

21. A chain is _______________ feet, and is the distance you must be away from a tree, in 

order to properly measure the height (using the right scale of a dual scale clinometer). 

a. 75 

b. 50 

c. 33 

d. 66 

MATCHING: Match the term to the description that best fits (3 Points Each)  

A. Conversion          B. Natural Disturbance           C. Oak              D. Recreation 

E. Gypsy Moth          F. Primary Succession            G. Ash              H. Japanese Beetle       

22. ______ Flooding is a _______________, that is important for the regeneration of bottomland 

hardwood trees. 

 

23. ______ The _______________ is an invasive insect that defoliates oak trees. 

 

24. ______ Agricultural _______________ and urban sprawl are some of the issues impacting 

the size, distribution, and connectivity of woodlands on our landscape in Iowa.  

 

25. ______ A(n) _______________ tree has leaves that are considered lobed. 
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MULTIPLE CHOICE: Select the best possible answer from those provided (3 Points Each) 

1. B 

2. D 

3. B 

4. D 

5. C 

6. B 

7. A 

8. D 

9. B 

10. B 

11. C 

12. D 

13. A 

14. B 

15. D 

16. A 

17. B 

18. B 

19. A 

20. E 

21. D 

 

MATCHING: Match the term to the description that best fits (3 Points Each) 

22. B  

23. E 

24. A 

25. C 

 

 


